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MEASURE FOR MEASURE \.\:J(MEL.'r.-.jo-~~:::! 
'1; 'F-- -

lsab. That I do beg his life, if it be sinne \,;~~ .""~ 
Heauen let me beare it: you gran ting of my suit, 'N r! -,,_-, --=-.:.... ~ 
If that be sin, IJe make it my Morne-praier, ~ 

To haue it added to the faults of mine, 
And nothing of your anS\\'ere. 

Ang. Nay, but heare me, 
Your sense pursues not mine: either you are ignorant, 
Or seeme so crafty; and that's not good . 

lsab. Let be ignorant, and in nothing good, 
But graciously to know I am no better. 

~f-I -
~ .) 

Ang. Thus wisdome .... ishes to appeare most bright, 
\\'hen it doth taxe itselfe: As these blacke Masques 
Proclairne an en-shield beauty ten times louder 
Then beauty could displaied: But marke me. L1J 
To be receiued plaine, IJe speake more grosse: 
Your Brother is to dye. 

Verse SO, in Act II, Scene iv of Measurefor Measure, as repro
duced in the First Folio edition, runs: "Proclaime an en-shield 
beauty ten times louder."1 A good number of editions of 
lyfeasure for lyfeasure accept the original transcript en-shield with 
a slight emendation: the removal of the hyphen. Thus enshield 
becomes one of the numerous examples of Shakespearian 
formations with prefix en-.'! 

While some outdated editions, e.g. the lS63 Macmillan edi
tion of Shakespeare's complete works~ or the Everyman's 
Library 1906 edition of the comedies,4 refrain from glossing 
the word, most modern editions give it the meaning of 
"protected, covered, shielded":5 the Signet Classic Shakespeare 
and the Oxford edition of The Complete Works classify it as a 
past participle, with the meaning of "concealed," 
"emblazoned";6 the New Penguin Shakespeare gives it the 
meaning of "shielded, defended";7 the Riverside Shakespeare 
glosses it as "enshielded, shielded from view."8 It is therefore 
quite obvious that in these cases enshield is treated as one of 
those past participles where -ed is omitted after d or t, mainly 
for euphonic reasons.9 

However, the First Folio transcript is not universally ac
cepted as the definite one. Quiller-Couch and Dover Wilson 
maintain that lI.iv.SO is actually a corrupt or emended verse 
and therefore suggest that the word should read enshelled, thus 
becoming a clear reference to Ben Jonson's Masque of 
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Blackness, which was given at Court on January 5th, 1605.10 The 
regular form of the past participle, enshielded, is another vari
ant, suggested by Kittredge. ll To my knowledge, however, the 
most audacious emendment to date is the one suggested by J. 
\v. Lever, i.e . enciel'd for en-shield.12 This emendment only al
ters the transcript of the word since Lever does not in any way 
depart from the acknowledged meaning, which he gives as 
"[shaded] as with a canopy or screen."I~ 

Phonological evidence justifies Lever's choice. The transi
tion from Middle English to Modern English gave rise to a cer
tain instability in the pronunciation of the sound [s], which 
was even more frequent in words adopted from the French or 
Latin languages. A French loan word ciel < Lat. caelum could 
well have been pronounced [si:1] or [zi:1] . The general insta
bility of the sound could have induced Shakespeare to write 
shield, with [J] for [s] or [z]. In such a case, he would just be 
follo\'.'ing the widespread dialectal tendency to pronounce [J] 
for [S] .14 

The verb enciel/enceil is not recorded in dictionaries. This is 
quite understandable since the verb is of Shakespearian 
coinage and obsolete in current English. One must therefore 
refer to the verb ciel or ceiL Cielwas already recorded as a noun 
in the early 15th century, with the meaning of "canopy."15 In 
his Etymological Dictionary, Ernest Klein records ceil as a verb 
and refers the reader to the French ciel and Latin caelum 16 The 
New English Dictionary (later to become the OED) records vari
ous uses of the verb ceil/cie~ all connected, however, .... ~th the 
meaning "covered": (a) "to furnish with a canopy, hangings, or 
a screen"; (b) "to cover .... ~th a lining of woodwork, [ . .. ] ; to 
wainscot. [ ... ] To overlay"; (c) "to line the roof of, provide 
or construct an inner roof for [ ... ] ; usually, to plaster the 
roof'; (d) "to line (a ship, or a compartment in a ship)." The 
derivation of the verb is considered to be doubtful, but the 
NED suggests three sources: (a) Latin celare, French celer: to 
hide; (b) Latin caelare: to canTe, engrave in relief; (c) Latin 
caelum: sky, vault of heaven. 17 Finally, in the Etymological 
Dictionary of the English Language, s.v. CEIL, CIEL, "[ t] he verb to 
de~ seile, or syle is closely connected with the sbs. celw·e or selure, 
and syle or cyll, a canopy [ ... ]. The verb to syle meant to 
canopy, to hang with canopies, [ ... ]." However, while caelum 
and caelare are considered to have influenced the English 
word, "the other words are not at all to be considered. "18 The 
common feature in all dictionaries consulted is the association 
of del/ceil with caelum. It is here my intention to suggest a dif-



feren!: for enciel'd, based on caelum and its Italian 
derivative ,ylt"runr._ which should further justify Lever's choice 
of transcript. 

The transitive verb incielare, which derives from the substan
tive is recorded in Italian literary language with the 
meaning "to place in heaven."19 The EnciclopediaDantesca, in 
the note written by V. Valente on verb incielare, points out 
that the verb does not only denote location, but also expresses 
the idea of heavenly beatitude: "Neologismo dantesco malo 
solo Pd III 97 Per/etta vita e altra menta inciela/donna piu suo 
Appartiene ana serie d.ei verbi parasintetici con prefisso 
Simile anche per il senso a '(i)mparadisare' (v.), e spiegato 
dall'Ouimo 'leva in cicio.' Non solo l'idea di luogo, rna pur 
que lla con nessa di pi u alta beatitudine [ ... ] ."~o This def! ni
lion is S. Battaglia's Grande Dizionano della Lingua 
Ilaliana: "INCIEiARE (incelare), tr. (incielo). Collocare, 
pone in cieIo; innalzare alIa beatitudine celeste.-Anche as
sol."21 

Battaglia also lists various instances where incielare <:>nni"OIr" 

in Italian literature. Taking for granted that most of 
ary works listed prior to the date of composition of Measure for 
A1easure were completely unknown to Shakespeare,:!!! and that 
probably even Dame was not well known to him,2s it is quite 
possible that the Bard of Stratford did read these lines in 
Torquato GerusalemT/U! Conqu isla ta, ("Matilde 
ancor si vela I di casta luce, e fra gli eroi s'inciela [ ... ] "). 
Consequently, enciel'd could be an offshoot of Tasso's use of 
the verb s'inciela.24 

In this case, then, enciel'd would be modelled 
on incielato, -a, and would have the dual meaning of "placed in 
heaven" and "heavenly," thus echoing Lucio's definition of 
Isabella in Liv.34 "as a thing enskied and sainted." a se
mantic point of view, Shakespeare would be economizing by 
expressing two signifies through the use of one signiJiant:, from 
a morphological point of view, the coinage of enciel'dwould be 
an exact reproduction of (prefix en- + signifiant for 
caelum + past participle ending); from a stylistic point of view, 
the Anglo-Saxon form enskied, being more typical of everyday 
language, is said by the Fantastic, Lucio, while the Latinate 
form enciel'd, more to high sounding and formal regis
ters, is uttered by the Duke's deputy, Angelo. 

Moreover, the "heavenly" meaning attributed to mciei'd is 
further highlighted by the immediate dramatic context of 

speech, which reproduces the aura 
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that invests Isabella in the three lines of Lucio's speech imme
diately following his definition of the heroine "as a thing en
skied and sainted." In fact, while Lucio's insistence on 
Isabella's "heavenly" attribute is conveyed through the image 
of "immortality" ("immortal spirit," l.iv.3S) and "holiness" 
("saint," l.iv.37), Angelo's definition of Isabella as an eneiel'd 
beauty is preceded by an impressive crescendo of "heavenly" 
imagery: the 80 lines in Act II, Scene iv that precede the 
Duke's definition contain no less than seven references to the 
word "heaven" or its derivativesp'5 The stylistic parallelism be
tween the two scenes is furth er strengthened by a structural 
parallelism: in both cases it is two non-virtuous men-the self 
proclaimed "play[er] with [ ... ] virgins" Lucio and the seem
ingly dignified, but equally wretched, Angelo-who proclaim 
Isabella an "enskied/enciel'd' being, and keep on harping on 
her "heavenly" qualities! 

The meaning "heavenly" for meiel'd, rather than "protected, 
covered, shielded," would not only fit in well \\ith the "chaste 
virgin" theme of Measure for Afeasure, but would further en
hance Isabella's image as a "thing enskied and sainted," thus 
placing her on the same level as Shakespeare's other heavenly 
beauties, who closely resemble the "donna-angelo" of the 
Italian stilnovismo.26 

Arnold Cassola 
Univem'l), oJlV[al.J.a 
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